Session
Charges
2019

Creative Individual studio session...........$85 Up to three outfits and two hours of time.
This session is for children not in our baby plan for families, couples and individuals.

Head Shots………………………………………….$48 Head shot session for publication.
You can select the poses following the session.The Digital image charge is $85 each. Request quantity price if needed.

Bridal Portrait/ Location session .........................$150 ( Minimum order on location $450)
.

Engagement Studio Session…….…………………$85 ( digital image $85 )
Beach Portrait Session………………………………$175 Is the charge for our beach sessions.
In order to keep our session charges low we include a $475 minimum order credit deposit. This amount applies toward your
future order. The $150 session is paid when the appointment is arranged and the $475 is paid on or before the session. Extra
travel charges may apply depending on your requested beach location.
What do I pay at the time of the session?
When we create a portrait session the amount paid after the session is $250. This is a general deposit that will apply toward the
total order. Part of it will cover the session charge and the remaining amount will apply as credit toward your images.
Order Appointment. An order appointment to review the portrait images will be scheduled at the same time the portrait
appointment is set.

Session Fees
Due to the custom nature of our product, we ask that you be prepared to pay 50% of the balance as a
deposit to begin processing the order. The balance is required within 10 days after being notified that your
order is completed.
Viewing your Portrait for the first time
It is difficult to properly view a portrait session on a home computer screen. We feel it is best to
arrange an appointment to visit the studio and view the images from your session. We will schedule
your design appointment at the same time your session is scheduled.
Warranty
It is the policy of Bill Goode Photography to replace any prints or canvas portraits for any defect or damage at no charge for
one year from the date of purchase. After the warranty period we will replace any portrait print or canvas for 20% of the
current price.
It is agreed that the rights to exclusive use and ownership of image files are reserved by
Bill Goode Photography LLC for display online, publicity in publications or otherwise. If you do not wish
us to use your images simply let us know and we will honor your request.
We accept Visa, Master Card
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bill@billgoode.com

Old Masters
This beautiful portrait design is mounted on fine art
canvas with oil portrait similarity and the richness of a
direct color print.

40x60
30X40
24X30
20X24
16x20

$4,200
$2,885
$1,525
$925
$725

40x60
30X40
24X30
20X24
16x20
11X14

Table Top Size
5x7
4x5

$3,400
$1,820
$1,340
$825
$625
$389

Custom Portrait

Small size portraits to oﬀer as special gifts. Perfect
for a table or bookshelf collection.

8x10 $85
8x8
$78
10x10 $92
8 wallets $42

Palette Design

Mounted on masonite for the finest durability. This
texture surface may be framed without glass.

$48
$38

This design has the basic retouching and is mounted
on art board.Select color or black & white.

20X24 $650
16x20 $490
11x14 $285

Custom
Packages
Our custom package are
retouched in the facial area
only. Special retouching is
available. Additional charges
apply for special requests

4x5 /4x6 Print Group
8- prints with a package…..$160
8-prints without package....$195

wallet portrait unit

5x7 portrait unit

8x10 portrait unit

The 5x7 and wallet sets must be the same pose. Add an extra pose for $20

4 Unit Package
$ 278

3 Unit Package
$198

2 Unit Package
$172
One Pose

Wall Portrait Designs
30x40 Portrait
The plan includes a 30x40 portrait in a palette or canvas texture, a four unit
custom portrait package and eight retouched 4x5 or 4x6 color prints.
$2,225
save $185

24x30 Portrait
The plan includes a 24x30 portrait, four portrait units of your choice and eight
retouched 4x5 or 4x6 color prints. The portrait is mounted on canvas or a
palette finish. You can choose the best surface design that works best for the
pose selected.
$1,625
save $150

20x24 Portrait
The 20x24 portrait selected in the palette texture is included in the plan.Also
included is a four unit custom package and eight retouched 4x5 or 4x6 color
images. Add canvas to this plan for $200
$1,150
save $113

16x20 Portrait
A 16x20 palette texture portrait is part of this wall portrait plan plus four portrait
units and 8-4x6 prints. Add canvas to this plan for $200
$895
save $168

Brush strokes added to any wall portrait $250.

Framing
A beautiful portrait is only complete once it is framed and
ready to enjoy. We oﬀer a wide variety of custom portrait
frames.

Retouching
All of the portrait designs on the custom price list include
retouching and enhancing the facial area of the image.
Requested retouching such as removing braces,switching
subjects and special clothing adjustments are beyond our
normal finishing and will be an extra charge per order.

Portrait Extras
Coﬀee Table Book
This is the perfect way to tell the total story of
your family portrait. It is a collection of up to 40
images designed in a select size album. The
canvas cover can be created from any image
from the session.

12x12 Album with up to 125 images...........$855
10x10 Album with up to 80 images…………$750
10x8 album with up to 50 images……………$425
additional albums ordered at the same time 20% OFF
additional discount with a portrait package 20% OFF

Story Panel
A collection of images grouped together to
create one design. Some of our popular grouping
are called The Faces Panel or The Family Feet
Panel. Two sizes are available and includes
custom framing.

20x8.5 size including frame..................$455
14x6 size including frame.....................$325
24x10 size including frame...................$520
A select design of frames are available for this layout. You may
change the your color choice depending on the subject matter.
A Proof will be available before the layout is ordered. Two
proof changes are oﬀered free.

Gallery Wraps

Framed Image Groupings
The design choices are endless when adding to framed groupings.
We have included below a selection of a number of our favorites.
Each arrangement includes a frame from our panel selection.

This design does not require frames and is the perfect type
of print to use in a grouping. The canvas is wrapped around
the sides of the images and can hang without a frame.

Three images plus frame......................$325
Four images plus frame........................$425
Four images in 4x5/5x5
Include one 8x10 to above.....................$485
Groupings include images, frame, custom mat and glass.
Any design combination may be created Please
request a price for your special image grouping.

10x8 .............$230
10 x10...........$185
14x11............$425
30x15..........$825

12x8.................$250
30x10..............$650
12x12..............$185
16x16..............$487

20x16..........$575
24x24..........$750
24x20..........$710

30x20..............$910
36x24..............$1,250
30x24..............$1,100

Less 20% for three or more in a grouping

